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Performance Clause 

 

Ever wonder how those players 
get paid. Seems a snow storm in 
Blizzard in Buffalo may cost Colts 

kicker Adam Vinatieri his $500,000 
bonus.  Seems the 45 year old has 
a stimulus in his contract (the base 
pay is $2.75 million) for the bonus 
if he continued to make 90% of his 
kicks. In the recent snowy game in 
Buffalo he missed two field goals & 
lowered his success rate to 88%. 
But he still has an opportunity to 
regain his bonus if 

he makes his next 5 
attempts in the last 

3 games.  

Security Cameras & AI 
The security camera industry is on the move. Up until 
now it has pretty much been about keeping things safe. 
But new partnerships are extending their capabilities: 
- In the future your home deliveries will become un-
attended, but not unsafe.  Shipper verifies it, you will be 
notified, door locks allow entry, all caught on cam. 
- The cameras will soon be able to recognize whose 
who along with complex commands. So, “no one but 
the dog should be on-screen between 8am & 2pm.” or  
“What did John do when I was out?”. Got the picture? 
- Recognition of specific individuals will also enable 
alerts to be sent when someone falls down.  
- Working with health care they may one 
day detect signs of heart attack or a stroke. 

Find out how old  
you really are 

 

 Pick a number between 1 and 10 
 Multiply that number by 2 
 Add  5  to your result 
 Multiply the result by 50 
 If you have already had 

your birthday, add 
1,767;  if not, add 1,766  

 At this point, you should 
have a 4 digit number. 
Subtract the year you 
were born from the re-
sult which will leave you with a 3 
digit number.  

 The first digit is the number you 
chose initially 
& the other two 
are your age. 

Sound Carries 

Perhaps we have watched one too many 
Jurassic Parks. The roars of dinosaurs has 
been drummed into our heads … a chilling 

sound of a predator like the howl of a wolf or 
the roar of a tiger. However, dinos are     

relatives of birds & reptiles & likely sounded 
more like them. But before you become too 
disappointed, a professor of Vertebrate Pal-
aeontology at Univ of TX has a theory. She 
suggests they had an unearthly booming 

call, like the rhythmic low thud of T-Rex foot-
steps, or a sinister base note (think Jaws 
...do do, do do). In fact, it was likely ‘felt’ 
before it was heard. This mouth closed  

rumble generated real primal 
fear over a long distance. 

Larger body, deeper sounds. 
Undoubtedly the scariest 
sound you will ever feel. 

 With the holiday 
season in full 

swing, there are 
always parties to 

attend. After a 
particular one I knew I had done a 
bit too much cheer. I decided to do 
something I had never done before, 

take a cab. Sure enough on the 
way home, there was the police 

road block checking on the drivers. 
Being in a cab they waved me right 

thru. I arrived home safely with 
great relief, and a surprise. I had 
never driven a cab home before. 
Not exactly sure where it came 

from, and now that is in my garage, 
not sure what to do with it. 

thanks to LA Dave 

“The problem with making mental notes is that 
the ink fades very rapidly.”  Rolf Smith 

thanks to  

Elizabeth Repavich 



January Specials 

 

Falafel Sandwich 
Served on grilled pita:  golden brown falafel 
topped with our signature lemon basil cream 

cheese, lettuce, tomato & red onion & 
served with chips & a pickle 

 

Italian 3 Cheese Bagels    
every Tues & Sat   

 

Lemon Basil Cream Cheese   
 

Parmesan Garlic Bread  Fridays 

Gluten Free Rice Bread (everyday)  
 

New Year’s  Resolution 
(Sugar Free Vanilla, Hazelnut & Skim Milk) 

 

Try our Seasoned Potato Wedges  

 

 & Belgian Waffles 

11%
 

 

Off  Your  
 

Order  

Present Coupon    Expires   1 / 31 / 18 

 

Not to be combined with any others offers;  
Dine In, Take Out, Drive Thru only;   

Not valid for Delivery   Expired coupons = 5% 

Full Moon 

Sun.,  Jan 1st 

Double Pts 

Stuff  of  Legends  

Voyager 1 is still cruising out there 
in interstellar space. Launched in 
1977 the Jet Propulsion Lab discovered 
recently it  needed to fire up the ‘backup 
thrusters.’ Last time they were used was 
37 years ago. WOW!  First they had to 
dig up the documentation, revisit the 

assembler language software, & hope 
there were no bugs or strange code 

anomaly's.  To test ‘em & fire off a few 
puffs, they sent a signal 13 billion miles 
away  for the 10 millisecond burst need-
ed to reorient the spacecraft.  ~1½ days 

later they got a successful response 
message back. Figure it’s good ‘til 2025. 

Royalty Rewards 

Please remind us you are a 
Rewards Member !! 

  

Be sure everyone in your family is signed 
up for their Birthday wishes 

www.hudsonbagel.com            715-377-0965 

X+Y = Puff,  
A Magic Dragon 
Wonders of nature never cease. The 

female Komodo dragon has a rare tal-
ent, but first you gotta picture this large 

lizard family: up to 10 ft & 200 lbs, & 
dines on deer, boar & water buffalo;  
& only lives on one of 7 Indonesian 

islands. Their habitat is being reduced 
due to land being cleared & their prey 

being poached. So it is that when there 
are no males about the female can lay 
her own eggs, a virgin birth, a process 
called parthenogenesis. The female 

Komodo has both x & y chromosomes 
(like the human male) & their self –

fertilization yields healthy offspring, but 
only males. Scientist believe this is a 

common capability in lower vertebrates.  

 

New Stuff  

- Elevators that move sideways as well as 

up & down … using the same principle as 

high speed trains … magnetic levitation 

- Spark, a drone selfie … to help you take 

better pics & videos … size of a pop can 

- Guilt-free ice cream … flavor packed, 

low sugar, 360 calories/pint & healthy? 

- Tires …. that’s right! These guys are 

airless, with 3-D printed tread 

that dynamically swap in & out 

to accommodate road conditions 

- A home WiFi router that neutralize 

hackers by detecting abnormal ‘smart 

home’ connections  

- Jibo: it looks & acts like a Pixar charac-

ter … the next step in personal robotics 

The Moon has much weaker gravity than 

Earth, due to its smaller mass, so you would 

weigh about 1/6 (16.5%) of your weight on 

Earth. This is why the lunar astronauts could 

leap & bound so high in the air. 

Best  Wishes  for   
the New Year  

 

The Brazilian pepper tree, an invasive 
plant in southern U.S. is showing great 

potential to fight antibiotic resistant  
bacteria. The research guys studied its 

use in traditional South American   
medicine where it has been used since 
1648. From the tree’s fruit they created 
an extract that disarmed a virulent form 
of ‘staph’ infection. Modern antibiotics 
are designed to kill bacteria, but some 
survive & pass it on to their offspring 
which increases their resistance. It 

seems the pepper tree stuff prevents 
the bacteria cells from communicating 

which in turn stops them from 
ganging up & creating their 
toxins, and in turn gives the 
body’s immune system the 
chance to step in..  Whew!   
Lots going on in a body! 

T h a n k s  f o r  y o u r  b u s i n e s s  !  !  

A Big Dam  

Elevator 
You may have heard 

the Three Gorges Dam 
on the Yangtze River in 
China finished in 2012 

after 18 years of construction & 37 million 
cubic yards of concrete. It has a series of 
locks similar to the Panama Canal, but as 
of last year it also has a “lift.’  The cham-
ber raises ships up 371 feet so they may 
continue their journey upriver. The lift is 
designed to accommodate ships up to 

3,000 metric tons. It has cables, motors, 
counter weights & gravity to do the job. It 

also uses less power & does the lift in 
~20% of the “locks” time.  

January 

 

Get Your 2018 Fortune 
Free Fortune Cookies 

Friday  January 5
h 

 

Customer Appreciation Day 
Free Treats 

Thursday   January 11
th  

 

National Pop Corn Day  
Free Pop Corn 

Friday   January 19
h

   

 Spouse’s Day   
Claim your Spouse, get 10% Off  

 

Friday   January  26
th

 

Super Bowl      
 Open 6 AM to  8 PM  (as usual) 

Sunday, February 4
thd

 

Net “Neutrality” 

I was going to leave this alone, but … 

Wow! I recently saw where ComCast 

would now like to make it law rather 

than just a regulation passed by the 

FCC. Seems regulatory boards are too 

easy to overturn. The brunt of all this 

is the cable providers will be able to 

take action like slower speeds, fees 

for specific accesses, & even unex-

plained restrictions. On the other end 

it may drive consumers back to those 

monthly bundles & services. I am all 

for those who own the infrastructure 

getting paid for their investment, but 

all this seems a giant step backward &  

smacks of monopoly 

Strawberry Fields Forever 
 

Once fruits are picked they continue to 
‘breathe’, aging slowly until it begins 
to breakdown & the micro stuff moves 
in resulting in spoilage. Refrigeration 
can slow the process somewhat. But 

now those research guys have found a 
way to extract lipids from some crops 
to create a powder. The powder is then 
dissolved in water, applied to fruits or 

vegetables either on the field or by 
distributors at packing time. It forms 
an edible barrier to lock in moisture. 

The FDA approves, including organic 
produce. The company’s 
claims:  longer shelf life, 

less food waste, fewer food 
trucks, & a farther delivery 

distance. 

In  the News  

- For the 9th year in a row, “whatever” 

has been named the most annoying 

word … by whoever rates these things 

- According to Nat’l Geographic the 

world population could approach 10 

billion by 2050 …. that’s 3 times what 

is was 50 years ago 

- You can distinguish an alligator from 

a crocodile by noticing how it bids you 

farewell: ‘see you later’ or ‘in a while’. 

- Mt Brono on the island of 

Java erupted for exactly one 

year, Nov 12 ‘15 to Nov 12 

‘16;    suppose it understands time ?  

- 80% of cut flowers sold in the U.S 

are imported, most from Colombia 


